
Beyond the one-election approximation (G and P chapter (v)
- An approximation that we have been making
implicitly and explicitly is that we can

discuss electrons individually

*Approach that we took!

· Treat single election in periodic potential via
single-particle Schrodinger equation

· generates a band structure of allowed states
in reciprocal space

· Fill bands with elections in single-particle
Block functions Puk

-But what about colomb interactions between
elections?

- strictly speaking, we should solve many-Body S.E.

*Recall,for manfixedbody nuclear, configuration (more later),

H =di+Eti weer - Vext (o
↑

*

Fixed "external" potential
Selection
5

e- e Colomb from nuclei, etc.
Kinetic repulsion
energy

A Gives many-body energies and wave functions:
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# I (F 0, U2, ...En 0r) = E1 (5.5, EU2, ...EN Orl
↑ ↑
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N total

election
f elections



* Recall also that this is impossible to solve for

more than a few electrons

* we will discuss various approximations to solving
the many - body problem .



Constructing the many-body ware function

First Step: Choose a basis of single - electron
orbitals ⑯; (E)

*Assume they are orthonormal and form a complete
~spin part

4, (55) = 4,1E) A,Yi9
torbital part

* Consider expressing the G.S. many-body wavefunction:

Io (vir, [25, . . . . ForM = 4. (positionofelectron 4N (ritw)
· No: Two sets of indices:4, (8, 5)

↑tzelection number
Basis function number

* Many issues with this including that *does
not have the correct antisymmetry Ishould pick up
When we swap eindices

*We can Make the RIS antisymmetric by applying
Oppera for A:

I (0r, E2R, . . . ENML = A 54, 15, 0.) 4c (ri9]... Po (rmth)3
where! N!2

number of possible permutations

A: TriE71PP:
·where P; is a permutation of electron coordinates

·7Pi=i if we permute odd number of indicies,
IS ever II

·

Simple example: Two orbitals, two electrons, one

spin up one spin down

4, (5% M), 4e (EcN



AS4. CFHYIFN3 = 1 4. IFTSYLH-4, (veel YcIris]Ve I
I

permutate electron
i.e.,a singlet spin state. number

· systematic way of generating antisymmetric
combination of Orbitals:Slater determinant

Take F = Fir, three orbitals (i =1,2,3):

4, (o) 4, (r) 4 (r)
- 1 Iro Y2 Iri) Y2Ir) 42(53)

s(ril 4s IFa 4s (r3)
"s

= Fo [ 4. (vi) TLIrel Ys(53)-4.(r)Y2(rsIt, (re)
- . (Fri) 42 (r) Ts (F) + 4. (re) to (is) 43 (r)
m whe
P

+ 4, Frulitis(re)
- 4,irrds (oil]

P

· We will use shorthand for slater det: to =Fdet 34.4... 4rly
Now that we have an antisymmetric wave function,
need to calculate matrix elements with A

* Firetic energy and external potential can be written

as sum over single-electron operators:
nuclear-nuclear,

G,: hi=hril + h =Pemt Vext5 electron-nuclear

<IoIG, 1807:5; <det 34, 4 ... 4rBIG, ldet 34, tc ... to37



· consider element with nonpermuted terms:

=write, ordering tocorespondinordinates14.42... 4r IG, 14,4... 4r3

for our example of three spin orbitals (ri = fivil:

<4,425IG, 14, 543):

SYSFC YCF**(F) [h1FT) +2 (ri)+hr1]Y(vi) YIril 4, (r5Idridred,
= (4(ri) Leril 4, (vi) dri. ITECELYIF drz. )4*(vs Ys (F) do's
+ (similar terms for wiri). Ilrs

= 34, 12, 14.) + <4chr14r) +24s16s143): L41G14i)
What about, e.g.,

14.4451, 1424, 43):

SYSFi)YCFs*(F) [H1FT) +2 (Fi) +Ur1]YIF) YIril 4, (r5Idridred,
= 0 b 1c 4.,42 orthogonal

= 34(ri) Liril Yildri.f,4IF drz.)Y*(vs Ys (r) do's
↓ (similarly for wiri), hIs) teimsl

= O

· so only nonzero matrix elements are between terms

with the same permutation?

·N" of these terms (cancel "IN)

-> <101G, 11.) : <4iIn1i>



* Conlomb interaction requires two-particle operators:

4: EE FEET =E8, E
· what terms of <10142/1) are nonzero?

· Consider efric in our three-orbital example.
nonpermutated case;

4.4.4ge 14,4c4s7= =I

SPILLED e 4. IE) Phadade. TYIridi
·what about 24. 4e4sli1424,4s]
=
-(4*(ri)4*re)ee4. (ii) 42(ri) dride
· permutations involving to will ranigh since (415) 4155d5:bi
· In general:

<1019214o3== 4(S414, 14.4,)-<4:4. 1 2Hi4.3]
->
just two electron coordinates so

only need Viz

*What if we have different slater determinants?

· Consider 1m, m which differs from to by replacing you by th:

10 = det 54,42...4m.. . 43, 1mm <det 34,42...4m...403

call other orbital the same and in the same order)
· For G, any term that is not (m/h14m) is zero

because (P14i)=Sim and <4: 14m ) = Sim

so <Im, m14e. 18]=<4a1n14m)



Similarly,

Str.m I42110): [PaYIItmY) - StatiIITiYm>]
He cancelled by, e.g., CmYlIYnY) = <4iYelal;Ym>]

·Ifwe replace two spin-orbitals, matrix elements are

<Par.melG1lo): <TaTrl.IaYnS -<YaYrllYnYmS
· If we replace three or more spin-orbitals, matrix elements

With G, Ge are zero

* Let's analyze the spin part for an arbitrary two-

election integral:

STYLIrYs>: PIFirislide trivial tslr ve) disuldirf
= (ECC) Er (r) dr) Eplrd EslUddre(PcIri OpIrePrIrilPsIra dvidr
meme

Stcer 84is

· So for integrals of the form:<TaYpl144), the
delta functions are satisfied automatically regardless of spin.

-> known as "direct" conlomb, classical electrostatic interaction

between charge densities:

Ces Fristic dride, sril:***Irl Pacri), give= 0(r) Op 1re)
· For integrals of the form [PPp1ITYC), only nonzero
if UX and Ap are the same spin!

->"Exchange interaction,"can be thought of as energy of

parallel versus antiparallel spins.



Hartree - Fock equations
- Idea: Describe the ground state of system with Winteracting

elections as a single slater determinate of

optimized orbitals

*Note: Exact solution is generally made up of many slater determinants

*We will optimize the orbital part of the wavefunction
for a given fixed spin configuration.

*Energy for given Slater determinant to is "Sir,fond "Exchange-
OCC -occupied orbital OLL C

Fo= <401H 1107=5(4:12141) + 1542414;Ifr14,4;)-<4iPie44ij
· We will vary the N contributing spin orbitals 54.3 to minimize

Eo lagrange
· Add constraint that (4:14;)=8;j: unknownie re
G 154.3) = 324:1h14.3 +LECC4iMi4ih -14,4518214i4i7]-,99; <4iNsT
· Consider just the variation in 44:

S4=378411214.ye 5K54.4;8e 14,4,h-284.9(8lt,Pi)]
twotermsand - 53; <54: 14,7 = 0

↑i

since this needs to be true for any 54, we have that

Sh14i> + 3 K4;18:14: 4,7-94; 1 81lt;4i7]=.? 9; 14;7
so for each to we can write: diagonalized:dij = 2.8,jFock operator M-2 L

&En + Next + Uconlowb + Vexchange714) = 2,14,7 "Hartree" part
~C

Where: [ElUconlomb (4,3=.54, 102) 4. lEcrEPLEU dIER
CEIvexchange (4, ]--34; 102) 4. lEcrEPLEU dIERC



* Note:subtlety about the total energy

· We can write the Harthce-Fock equation as

F4= 3,4, F
=h +Uconlomb + Vexchange

=) Si:<4i l21ti) +

"

K4i4,1.Ii4> - <4,411,47]
· But before we said the every was:

EO=<ToIHIIo): "CiILITi) + 1K44; IINi4)-<PiTilrl4,47]
is

Fo = So:

E:"-IT - CHTl1447
"Double counting" term

-What is the physical meaning of Es?Consider an ionization

processwhere we remove an electron from orbital Pu

* E**F IN) - ESFFIN-11 = SYmIN1Ym> tKYnt;IImYi>
I
factor of 2 - <YmPilIYiYmD
From 4, first or second

= Em position

· Koopmans' theorem:Em is the energy required to remove

an election from spin-orbital fu

-Excitation energies: Consider moving an electron from a

filled orbital to an empty /"virtual") one

·
- = sn-- In
-

· Iw · Iw->-
⑨ ⑨

⑱·
Em

·

Em



* Excitation energy:

DE= <lm.mIHIIm.m>-<IolHIIo]

= <4Ih14a)-S4m1n14mY
Extra term

+KUNY, lfrItaY;>-CYuY,II;Yn)] from occupying in

Remove term between
- KUMYlErIteYmY-STuTulIYmYa)]z You and You

- " KYYnIErIT; Yn)-C4iYITnY;)]F Remove all other4m terms

= En-Sm-KPmYmlElnYnS -<YuYmllYmYnY]
new--

Energy difference conlomb interaction between election inM
between states and "hole" in 4m.



Density functional theory IDFT

- By far the most popular way of describing the electronic
structure of solids

- A different philosophy than Hartree - Fock

* Hf: approximate the ground-state wavefunction

* DFT:Focus on the ground-state density

Why?Many body wavefunction leire.....Ful function of
3N election coordinates. The density nor is a function of
3 coordinates."

~Does the density contain less information than the

wave function?

* Hohenberg - Kohn theorem says no:

Write many-body A as H = Hint ↑Next where:

Idrop nuclei-nucleiHint =Tt Vee =trtl sireit interaction for now

Vext=-Eer *NOTE:
Vext defines the system you

are considering; Operator Hint is always
the same.

· Assume ground-state wavefunction In is nondegenerate
· One-body ground-state density 13:

n (H = (Eal. 51 r-vi) 112)
· Since Next is a local potential. Next = (Vext(S1F-Fild"r
so: (EGIVext11n >= (n1r Vext (Ed'r

· Therefore, if we know is and given Vext (v),
we car determine n(



· So we can write: FCVXI]= nCF)
I some "functional,"i.e., a function f
of a function Next (ii)

· Question; can we invert this equation to get·
Next () =G [n15]?
a different functional

-If we can, that means there is a one-one

mapping between ground state density and external

Potential

= A system (e.g., crystalline solid is defined by Vext,
so this would imply that all properties of system
can be defined in terms of n (r

Let's prove it:

Consider two Hamiltonians with different external

Potentials:

H=Hint + Next, i =Hint + Next

withground-state wave functions (IG>, ( lg>

1) 1( I energies En. EG

Now we write:

<EaIAIEnY = LclHint textIIn)=<EalHint text +Next -TextEs7
=Ex + (EnINext - Next 1Ex)
= Ex +( = (F) (Next 15 - Text (E)] d'r

since the true ground-state energy of it must be
lower than [c,HHIFC):

Ea <Ec +) nCr[Vext (F)-Next(ETdr



But we can obtain a similar version by considering
&EalFlIG):

Ex LEa +) N5 [Fext(F) -Vext (r]d3r
En <En-(mCr[Vext (r) - Text 15] dr
- EGLEa+JUIr [Vextlr-VextrJdEr!

so we find that for Next 1.FNext 15),
F (H)*Crt!

F

* schematic: veo -Ground state density
"One-to-one" with Next,
· so uniquely determines it. G

Next(r) and all properties of
t system

* This means we can define a functional of r

that gives the energy so that:

ECMas] =Eas, where has. Eas are GS density and energy

#Written in another form: election -
election

& interactioneveryreal
ECNIF; Vext 1E)] = TCU15] + VeeCn15] + Next LE) nCrd3rI

I I
Efunctional external potential
of n energy

· The problem:Even though we know ECn], TI], Veetn]
exist we do not know what they are



Kohn - Sham equations

- We need to figure out an expression for energy
function als

We also need to obtain the density.

*of course we can get a via: n=(11Fi (4)
but then we would need to know I and would

have solved the problem anyway

- Kohn-Sham approach to these two problems:

*Write him as sum over some set of

or thonormal orbitals.
G3

=>single-particle
vmany & orbitals

body 10) = 5 PCF O. CEY
density

· Note: P; (E) are single-particle orbitals, only
depend on 3 coordinates (if not 3N / ...Ful

· Note: We could construct an approximate GS

many-body wave function like: 4 = de+ 30,...4N3
but it would not correspond to a true many-body
GS in any rigorous sense

*Now we write down some contributions to ECU)
that we know:

· Classical conlomb, i.e., Hartree energy:

Ex[n] = E) nirEEUIFY did=I 2018,114105)
I note that in general, EeeLnT #Ex(n3(
· single - particle kinetic energy:

To [N] = -10:1 fm/Pr7
Inote, in general TCn3 + To (n3)



*Now we write the energy functional as:

ECU, Vext] = to [n] + EnCr] + (Next (E) n3EdYr + ExcCU]
Or!

E(n, vext] = 3 (02) fm+Uext 1827 +E9 (0.9,1910. 0,7+ ExcrT

where Exc[n] = TC2] - ToCn] + Eee[n] -EN[n]

· Exc is call "exchange - correlation" functional

· Basically all of the stuff we don't know

*Now we minimize EWRt ; as we did for
Hartree-Fock to get an equation for Di

[r+Vext + Uconlomb + Uxc] 10T = 30; 7 Kohn-Sham
equation

·Uconlomb is Hartree Contomb interaction potential, same as Af

· Vxc is defined as:

SExc[n] =/Vxc (E) Sn (Md3r=/vxc (i 5? 0.41r Plot dir
so: Uxc Ci= LcCnT

· similar to Aff, exact GS energy is:

Eas= 39:-E. 2019, 1 F10i0JUxCIIUCHE
↑

"Double counting"
Not zero since Vxc

of Hartree potential is defined by Intional
derivative WRT U

· Note: No Koopmans' theorem for DAT D; and 9.
Rigorously they have no physical meaning, but are
often associated with the band structure



-We still have not really made any progress since
we don't know Exc!

- Kohn and shame did propose an approximate Exc'

Local Density Approximation (IDA)

*consider a solid as a "nonuniform electron gas"
E

map to*Dis888 positstrythegas we density

· Ex*[n]=(exc(nsr) ncr dr
M

Lmany-body exchange - correlation energy
per et of uniform gas of density Mr

Vx**(v) =G=Exclnsrl) + ncrtCurt)
· total energy is thus:

EROA=39.-EnCraynCrdidi - Swirtnri) would

*this is useful because there are high-accuracy
calculations of Exc for uniform election gas
at different densities

· See Ceperley and Alder Phys. Rev. Lett. 45, 566 (1900)
or Fig. 6 in Sec. 10.7 in G and P



Beyond one-electron approximation summary
- We had been neglecting explicit election - electron
Coulomb in for actions

- Discussed two ways of including approximate
interactions (Note:there are many more

* Harties - Fock: Approximate the many-body wave function
with a single slater determinant made up of

single-particle orbitals which are solutions
to i

+ Vext + Uconlomb + Vexchange) 14:=2:14,
· He often used in chemistry for molecules

* Density functional theory from Hohenberg - Kohn, we
know that the many-body density contains all information
about a system with a given next.

·

Toget, density, solve auxiliary single-particlein

+ Next + Uconlomb + Uxc] 18:7 =3110:7
zm

· where many-body density is not - ** (r 0;(rt
· All approximations reside in exchange - correlation
potential, LDA is one approximation to XC

· DFT is the most popular way of describing
↓le electronic structure of solids,


